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Hans-Werner Sehring is a software-architect at T-Systems Multimedia Solutions GmbH.
T-Systems affiliate Multimedia Solutions develops Internet-based solutions for large
corporations and mid-sized companies. These include solutions for e-commerce, intranet
and Internet portals as well as web IT management. For the tenth year in a row, the
company took the top spot in the Internet Agency Ranking 2012.
Dr. Sehring studied computer science at the universities of Passau and Hamburg,
Germany. He received his doctoral degree from Hamburg University of Technology.
Previous to his industrial career Hans-Werner Sehring worked as a research assistant at
the university and at Hamburg's technology transfer institution. He did research, published,
and taught in the areas of software engineering, software architecture, and model-driven
software development, in particular for data-intensive information systems, content
management systems, e-learning environments, and mobile solutions.
Hans-Werner Sehring is a founding member of the Society for the Promotion of Modern
Art Historiography, and as such is interested in the application of information systems and
the use of digital media in the humanities. Various projects in this context led to deep
insights into information organization and domain modeling. The most visible outcome is
the Warburg Electronic Library (WEL) family of information systems for art history research
and teaching. WEL instances host growing user communities since more than ten years.
Dr. Sehring is engaged in IARA activities since his visit of the First International
Conference on Creative Content Technologies (CONTENT 2009) where he won the best
paper award. Since then he contributed papers and moderated panels on the conferences
of this series. To CONTENT 2011 Hans-Werner Sehring was invited to give a keynote
speech. He serves as an Advisory Chair (industrial) since 2010.
Hans-Werner Sehring is a member of the group of editors of the IARIA International
Journal on Advances in Intelligent Systems.
As a IARIA fellow, Dr. Sehring will continue supporting the open-minded work of IARIA.

